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SOME NEW DIRECTIONS -IN TOURIST PLANNING, 
by Don Dunstan, Premier of South Australia. 
When people come to South Australia* we must be able to 
show them things that are uniquely South Australian* 
And in this regard our State has an enormous potential. 
We have far more tourist attractions thqn just Kangaroo 
Island, the Flinders Ranges, the Barossa Valley, and the 
River Murray, as fine and as ripe for further development 
as those interesting areas are. 
One of the greatest things we have going for our tourist 
industry is our climate, which is exactly that of 
Southern California and Southern Europe. 
In Southern Europe tourism has been a traditional 
activity for centuries, but it is now no longer 
something catering only for the rich. In Southern 
France now many thousands of sun-hungry tourists stay 
at rambling hotels, eat at roadside cafes, and sit 
during the evenings in wide piazzas, talking, relaxing, 
and listening to music and dancing. It is this kind 
of style that we should encourage in our own tourist 
development. 
For instance* there is no reason why Adelaide should 
not develop its own kind of side-walk cafes and piazzas 
along North Terrace, or in some of the fine squares 
to be found at some of our seaside suburbs. 
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3. 
Open air restaurants could also be established bordering 
our parks and squares. 
The Schutzenfest and the Barossa Valley Vintage Festival 
are already in their own ways uniquely South Australian 
Festivals, unlike anything found in the Eastern States, 
and such activities should be developed and expanded* 
Another area for such development could be in the old 
Cornish mining towns of Moonta, Wallaroo and Kadina 
which have a history and culture sufficient to provide 
us with an annual tourist festival* 
What we have to do in tourist development in 5outh 
Australia is discover what things are unique in the 
State and how to improve and promote them. For instance, 
there are in Australia only three art galliffiies of note, 
and Adelaide is fortunate in having one of them. The 
present expansion of the Art Gallery's facilities to 
include the old Archives Building within a new sculpture 
court, and to display within the building the gallery's 
historical collection, is in itself an excellent start 
in developing our Gallery and Museum complex as an area 
in which certain groups of tourists will find interest. 
Early Adelaide architecture, especially in North Adelaide, 
is justifiably famous throughout Australia and should as 
far as possible be protected both as part of our heritage 
and as a tourist asset. 
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3 . 
The Coorong has long been neglected by tourists* despite 
its unique beauty, and selected parts of this long, 
narrow lagoon could be made more easily accessible 
to tourists* Other significant parts should then be 
left undeveloped, since effective tourist planning 
should also provide for those who wish to wander in 
wilderness. 
Overseas, one mistake which has been made and from which 
we should learn is that in certain areas too many 
tourists spoil the very things they come to see. 
Tourist development should not be concerned with just 
providing or promoting the big attractions - mountains, 
forests, seasides, and so on. It should also be 
concerned with small er developments of unique facilities 
and attractions. For example at Athelstone dshd 
Campbelltown City Council has one of the only two 
public gardens in Australia specialising in the 
cultivation of unique native flora. The garden is 
popular with all who visit it, and if expanded, could 
become a further significant tourist attraction in 
its own right. 
Museums, parks and gardens, special historical features, 
noteworthy natural areas, cafes, restaurants, tourist 
hotels and facilities are all needed to adequately 
realise the State's tourist potential* 
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Many of the things I have mentioned are now being 
considered. Our tourist potential is considerable, 
but it is up to the people of the State and the 
Government to make the moves necessary to achieve 
pre-eminence in this important field. With effective 
planning we will I believe achieve this development 
within the decade. 
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